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.........hey, that doesnt make sense!? ^ 
huh isnt that the wrong game? 
er. no what is you talking about 
hmm that looks like it is from zelda the wind waker 
what you say? no way. it clearly says naruto 
... 
... 
                           __/_/ / 
moving on                 /       / 
                          \/\____// 
                           |/\ /\| 
                           \  <  / 
                            \_o_/ 

(note that I would have put some kind of cool ascii art if only I knew 
how to make cool looking ones, email me with one and ill put it up and 
your name at the bottom in the special thanks section) 

top123 
===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+=== 

t  a  b  l  e    o  f    c  o  n  t  e  n   t  s 



===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+=== 
I----verision summary 
II---menu translations 
III--character summaries, movelists, and strategies 
V----sakura section* 
VI---FAQS 
VII--omake section (also includes how to get characters and stuff) 

*I created this section because I felt like I needed an extra section 
and people dont like her as much in the game or manga that I know) 
===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+=== 
NOTE: to jump to each characters move list hold ctrl and press f then 
type in their name (such as rocklee) and add 9969 at the end. I wont 
give an example because then youd end up at the front remember name 
(no spaces) and 9969 This also works with the faqs section and the 
strategies section and the sakura section (sakurasection then number) 
you can also look up the end by typing end then 9969 right after 
===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+=== 

This may be not be reproduced under any circumstances except for 
personal, private use. It may not be placed on any web site or otherwise 
distributed publicly without advance written permission. Use of this 
guide on any other web site or as a part of any public display is 
strictly prohibited, and a violation of copyright. All trademarks and 
copyrights contained in this document are owned by their respective 
trademark and copyright holders. 

This guide is copyright by me, Michiro Furuta 2003 

===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+=== 
I--VERSION SUMMARY                                   versionsummary9969 
===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+=== 

1.0 first version completed may 1-8, 2003 
added: character summaries and quick movelist, quick strategies, sakura 
       section, menu translations, version summary, copyright, table of 
       contents 
summary: this is the first version, i included as much basic you know info 
         that i could given the less than month that i had time to work on 
         it. NEXT VERSION WILL BE BETTER! SORRY ^_^~ 

2.0     update completed may 10-11, 2003 
added: changed some errors, added kyuubi naruto movelist, and sharin-kakashi 
       tips. ADDED OMAKE SECTION (only partially finished tho). added ascii 
       still need more ascii. mostly editing and adding strats and secrets. 
       NOTE: omake section also has unlocking notes. 
summary: im kind of busy since i have a hundred presentation coming up so i 
         add or update as much as i liked to. all the time i have on naruto 
         i try to find new things so i add them in guide! SORRY FOR NOT 
         COMPLETING HAKUS MOVE LIST LAST TIME SORRYSORRYSORRY V_V~ 



2.1     small update completed may 12, 2003 
added: small tweaks and stategy editing. changed stuff. nothin big. 
summary: heheh i type faster than i think (no im not stupid i type at over 150 
         i just dont tend to think if i mess up).i re read my faq and noticed 
         some errors so i just changed a couple. 

2.6     medium update completed may 21, 2003 
added: actually just refining strategies. against zabuza (cheapest character) 
       and changed some small errors. changed the layout sort of so its easier 
       to check out the characters i hope to finish omake section within a 
       month, but i just bought soul calibur 2 a week ago so i dont think that 
       going to happan, sorry. also if youre wondering why i only change small 
       parts at a time, it is becuase i dont have much time to keep going 
       through the guide over and over again. 
summary: well, i still think there are alot of errors, i keep finding new ones 
         everytime i read this guide. oh well. since i just bought sc2 i haven 
         been getting much sleep, jeez that game is addicting. i need quick 
  help for getting good at it. so if you have any tips for yunsung or 
         talim or cassandra could you email me... plz??? my email is at the 
  bottem, thanx ^_^~~~~~ 

2.7     Small update completed june 1, 2003 
added: again a few tweaks here and there, not very big update. no time. 
summary: this is going to be one of the last updates since there isnt much 
         to do in this game. sure its really good and even better with friends 
         but writing a guide on it is kinda off so. i will still take question 
         and stuff just email me (bottom) 

2.8 another small update completed june 12, 2003 
added: changed intro, made getting kyuubi naruto easier. 
summary: thanks to people on the message boards who gave me the hint that i 
         should change my intro. anyway, i think that my "getting kyuubi 
         naruto" isnt that easy enough to understand so i updated it. 
===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+=== 

naruto is a great manga to learn japanese with since most of the words used 
are very basic and most of the time its just, what the, and, what for. naruto 
is like a redneck in a sense, his dialect is kind of surburban. 
and no to you people on the message boards, i wouldnt give a dam/\/ if u were 
in a store buying naruto manga. its one of many mainstream manga. sigh. 
also, when flaming people on the message boards, please make sense of what 
you are saying. it doesnt really make sense when you say that jpop insults 
own kind. and then go on being a hypocrit, contradicting half of what you say. 
sorry if you cant understand this... for people who probably cant... cough 
  you people really need to STFU with the mixing of japanese and english 
DONT MIX JAPANESE AND ENGLISH IT SOUNDS OBNOXIOUS. what i mean by this since 
some of you do not understand this since they are still in middle school... 
er hem for example, "hey minna-san, i saw dolls the other day that were 
kawaii" mixing like that. using foreign words in japanese is fine since 
there arent always words that can be used. normally they dont mix unless 
it fits in. if they do then they just plain suck. jpop is crap anyway 
jpop is horrible, it IS better than american pop though. 
 also, might i add the incredible pointlessness of online 
mmo gaming, you pay, you play, its done. in the end even if the monthly fee 
doesnt look like much, you probably waste good money that you could have used 
doing other things. for the loser fatarse who sits at a computer or console 
playing on and online community and makes "online friends" i feel sorry for 
you. MMOs are for losers who cant bear to lose to someone in person like at 
arcades. psch suck it up. 
 and actually americans do piss and moan is music is taken from your own 



culture, its just that normally we havent besides the gorrilla attack 
song. and besides, you people do that all the time. again and again you rip 
off your own music.... over and over again. 
 also, "wind" by akeboshi is sung in good english. if you think it isnt 
for some reason and cannot understand it then look up the words in a dictionary 
and think about the grammar. since the person who cant understand this is 
probably some idiot who hasnt gotten through school yet 
 i would like to apologize to the cretins who have a problem with me not 
liking translated manga and idiots buying games that they cant understand. 

*sigh* 

THANX ^_^~

===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+=== 
MENU TRANSLATIONS (for u people who want to know)  menutranslations9969 
===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+=== 

Arcade--------------------Yellow 
2 player------------------Orange 
vs. com-------------------Pink 
survival------------------Red 
time attack---------------Purple 
training mode-------------Blue 
story mode----------------Light Blue 
omake---------------------Light Green 
Game settings-------------Green 

----------------------------------------------------------- 
Game settings menu 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
option sub-menu 
=============== 
difficulty       1 2 3 (4, unlock after playing survival) 
number of rounds 1 2 3 5 
round time       30 60 90 
attack power     1 2 3 (4, go to omake section) 
vibration        on/off 
return 
---------------------------------------- 
play data sub-menu 
=============== 
score ranking 
survival consecutive win ranking 
time attack time ranking 
character use % 
return 
---------------------------------------- 
sound settings sub-menu 
=============== 
sound type stereo monaural 
music on off 
sound effect on off 
return 
---------------------------------------- 
memory card 
==========
auto save        on off 
load 
save 



return 
----------------- 
Default (settings) 
Return 

NOTE: omake means bonus, basically its where the stuff you unlock is 

===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+=== 
CHARACTERS, MOVES AND STRATEGIES!!!!                       movelist9969 
===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+=== 
KEY 
--- 
foward                  f 
back                    bck 
up                      u 
down                    dwn 
dash                    d 
slide                   s 
jump                    j 

letter buttons are represented by their letters, 
"a" button is a "b" button is b and so on 

note: diagonals are just combinations of letters like fd (foward down) 

ALSO THIS GUIDE DOESNT FOCUS ON THE MOVELIST THAT MUCH, IT DOESNT GO THAT 
IN DEPTH. IT IS MORE OF A REFRENCE. THANKS 

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=!!!! 
OVERALL TIPS AND STUFF 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=!!!! 
try to be quick with counter (replacement technique) becuase if you get 
fast enough with that, you can counter their counters countering your 
counter. 

combos are always nice too so if youre playing with your good character 
be sure to know their combos 

play smart, dont just run in to the enemy thinking your combo with do 
major damage, they might counter it ESPECIALLY IF YOURE PLAYING DIFF 4 
the smart thing to do is plan it. wait until they attack and at the last 
second run in 

ALSO, DO NOT USE SPECIALS!!!!!! this is a mistake EVERYONE MAKES. specials 
may seem cool or fun to do but it uses up your chakra bar which isnt good. 
without chakra, you cant counter. countering is VITAL FOR DIFF 4. if you 
lose on 4 and wonder so much its probably becuase you cant counter and 
therefore you die quicker, or enemy like zabuza side steps and smashes you 
with his huge sword. 
specials are only alright if you are about to kill them. 

also do not mash all the buttons in the combo at once. right as the first 
move is done, tap the next button. and as that is at its halfway point tap 
another button. its all in a rythmic fashion. 



another gameplay tip that is important 

sidestepping (r or L) is your friend. if you do it righ at the perfect moment 
youll avoid an attack and go to the other side of the enemy. it is also 
helpful for dodging attacks and shurikens/kunais 

\\-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-==-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=\\ 

naruto9969

NAME:        uzumaki naruto 
CLASS:       genin 
CLAN SKILL:  n/a* 
Summary: naruto is the main character of the manga. Years ago a 9 
tailed fox (kyuubi) attacked the land. Many ninjas died fighting this 
fox. The 4th hokage (pronounced ho-ka-ge) rose up and fought against 
the fox. After defeating the fox, with all of his energy expelled, he 
wound up the nine tails of the fox and implanted them in narutos navel 
before dying. He is the living prison of the fox. He has an excessive 
amount of chakra and even more when he gets emotionally disturbed 
(sad, etc), or when hes protecting someone (iruka). His favorite 
technique is kage bunshin no jutsu (skill of shadow clone) 

* ((SPOILERS IN HERE)) I guess his skill is taking powers from kyuubi 
as demonstrated in episode 16 I think when sasuke is supposedly dead. 
Naruto has flashbacks and gets so angry that the wolfs power is minorly 
released and charka flows. ALSO NARUTO DOES NOT MEAN DEMON FOX IN 
JAPANESE if any of you wanted to know. It means dried fish paste cake. 
Kind of like kamaboko 

PROS:
well rounded character 
ground attack is awesome but very cheap 

CONS:
counter is pretty much useless becuase if you hold a it drains chakra 
also, his moves are RECKLESS and are easily dodgeable/counterable 

------------------------ 
NOTE: FOR KYUUBI NARUTO GO TO STRATEGY SECTION 

MOVE LIST 
========= 
A BUTTON MOVES 
--------- 
a                    kunai throw 
F,A                  kunai slash 
U,A                  throw kunai up 
D,A                  dig punch (dig, jump punch under opponent) 
J,A                  air kunai 
dash,a               dashing punch 

B BUTTON MOVES 
--------- 
B                    punch 



Dwn,b                sweep kick 
F,B                  head slam thing 
Bck,B                  harder version of above 
U,B                  jyampu kiku 
D,B                  dashing hit 
J,B                  jump punch (is in air, then charge at enemy with fist) 

COUNTER 
--------- 
when attacked B+A    oiruke no jutsu (sexy no jutsu, girl with bikini, quick) 

SPECIAL (requires full chakra bar) 
--------- 
X                    UZUMAKI NARUTO RENDAN 
this is the uzumaki combo. neat stuff! sadly it doesnt deal as much 
damage as i would like it to. starts with kage bunshin then a bunch 
of attacks, not a very big cmobo 

----------------- 
NARUTO STRATEGIES 
----------------- 
naruto has a couple of ways of fighting 

if you are good enough or quick enough, a nice thing to do is something 
like  "F+B" or "B+A"  becuase youll bash them foward, and then if they counter 
youll counter that. this only works nicely if they counter. 

he doesnt have many strategies so.... 

you can also try the ground attack (dwn+a) when youre away from them. 
i really dont like this attack becuase it seems so cheap in a way. 

his Bx6 combo is the easiest combo to know/use and it does a great amount 
of damage and fills up your chakra meter if you hit every time. but 
there is one flaw, the last hit doesnt always connect. so i would reccomend 
using the "Bx5, A" combo instead since the last hit is an air shuriken and 
doesnt miss 

ok changed this. i actually found that HOLDING A while in the counter will 
make it stay longer. BUT BEWARE THIS DRAINS CHAKRA EXTREMELY FAST. i still 
wouldnt reccomend using it 

actually the counter is VERY annoying, the normal hold no drain length is 
around 1.4 seconds long. it is perfect for countering enemies becuase it deals 
a ridiculous amount of damage for counter attack 

the time it takes to active the counter is about .80 seconds 

COMBOS: 
b,b,b,b,b,b 
b,b,b,b,a 
b,a,a,a,a 
b,a,a,b,b,b,b,b 
b,a,a,b,b,b,b,a 
b,a,b,a 
F,b,b
F,b,a
Dwn,b,a,a,a 



    b,a,b,b,b,b,b 

    b,a,b,b,b,b,a 
DASH,a,a,a,a 
     a,a,b,b,b,b,b 
     a,a,b,b,b,b,a 
     a,b,b, 
     a,b,a

note: on the last couple of ones, im not sure if they are dash or not 
since this is partially from memory 

=========================== 

*NEW*
kyuubi naruto movelist: 
B                    punch 
F,B                  lunge slash 
Bck,B                heavy slash 
Dwn,B                sweep 
U,B                  kick 

A                    slash 
F,A                  2 hand slash 
Bck,A                slash 
U,A                  slash uppercut 
Dwn,a                dig slash 

jump,a               Downslash 
Dump,b               punch 

PROS 
---- 
extremely strong 
special does a bleep load of damage 
counter does a bleep load of damage 
combos do a bleep load of damage 

CONS 
---- 
no projectiles and im not sure if his claws can block kunai. 
cheap

dashing a and b are basically more slashes and crap 

as you can see, most of kyuubi naruto moves, involves slashes and stuff like 
that. kyuubi naruto is drasatically different than normal naruto becuase his 
speed is increased and his strength is increased. 

his combos also deal mostly with slashes. 

his counter is also different and deals more damage if properly done. it isnt 
sexy no jutsu anymore instead he bursts with a huge blast of chakra 

his super is a 9 hit combo (pretty sure) that involves slashes with a chakra 
burst
at the end. note that this move is incredibly cheap and deals OVER 60% PERCENT 
OF A HEALTH BAR. that means its 



<|||||||||||||>    =>    <||||         > 

============================ 

when fighting both narutos, you dont need much of a strategy since his attacks 
are pretty much coutnerable and stuff. the only thing is oiruke no jutsu 
counter for original naruto, it is still easily sidesteppable 

also, most of narutos attacks are easily sidesteppable and his combos normally 
cannot follow you (ie, if he punches at you, you sidestep, he combos are it 
turns and then starts from there) and his combos normally end up in air 
or him launching himself at the target or what hes aiming for. 

===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+=== 
><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>   sasuke9969 
===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+=== 
NAME:        uchiha sasuke 
CLASS:       genin 
SKILL:       sharingan 
Summary: his entire clan was murdered by his older brother, itachi. 
Sasuke is considered the most talented genin in the hidden leaf village, 
he is number one academy student and genin. His advanced bloodline 
gives him the powerful sharingan trait. What makes him work so hard is 
because he wants to avenge his clan so bad. He didnt discover his 
sharingan until fighting haku. He can use skills that most genins dont 
even have enough chakra for 

PROS:
fireball is awesome 

CONS:
no sharingan which is kind of confusing since he got shishi rendan using 
the sharingan even though it wasnt really copying but oh well 

------------------------- 

MOVE LIST 
========= 
A BUTTON MOVES 
--------- 
a                    shuriken 
F,a                  katongoukasayu no jutsu (big fireball technique) 
Dwn,a                slash 
U,a                  upwards throw 
D,a                  dashing hit 
J,a                  jumping throw 

B BUTTON MOVES 
--------- 
B                    punch 
F,B                  jump uppercut 
Bck,B                hit 
Dwn,B                sweep 
U,B                  jump kick 
D,B                  dash hit 
J,B                  jump kick 

COUNTER 
--------- 



SPECIAL (requires full chakra bar) 
--------- 
X                    shishi rendan... sounds wierd but okay. this is the 
attack that sasuke sorta copied from rock lees omote renge except its not 
omote renge, instead its the beggining of it. darn sasukes not fully developed 
sahringan!

----------------- 
SASUKE STRATEGIES 
----------------- 
he has a combo which also makes use of fireball technique and is good 
for a beginning attack or an attack when they are facing away to you 
sadly, sasuke doesnt have as many combos as other characters and playing 
him is probably just your choice. i cant say much about his skills 
either in the game 

his combos are only up to like 5 or 6 hit combos and are only moderately 
effective. i cant say much about him. big fireball has a potential of 
9+ hits i think 

COMBOS: 
b,b,b,b,b,b,b 
b,b,a
b,b,b,a 
b,b,b,b,a 
F,b,b,b 
Bck,b,b,b 
dwn,b,b,b 
    b,b,a 
    a,b,b,b,b,b 
    a,b,a 
    a,b,b,a 

===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+=== 
><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>   sakura9969 
===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+=== 

NAME:        haruno sakura 
CLASS:       genin 
SKILL:       n/a* 
Summary: sorry there isnt much to say about her because all I have seen 
her do is?. Nothing. Moving on? OH YEAH, she supposedly manages her 
chakra better than any genin 

*I havent found her clan skill. Im pretty sure she isnt from a blood clan 

PROS: (see sakura section) 

CONS: (see sakura section) 

------------------------- 

MOVE LIST 
========= 
A BUTTON MOVES 



--------- 
a                    shuriken 
F,A                  other side (goes other side, good for attack!) 
J,A                  jump throw 
D,A                  dash hit other side 
U,A                  upwards throw 
Dwn,a                kunai slash 

B BUTTON MOVES 
--------- 
B                    punch 
F,B                  jump uppercut 
Bck,B                hit 
Dwn,B                sweep 
U,B                  jump kick 
D,B                  dash hit 
J,B                  jump kick 

COUNTER 
--------- 
BCK,a                her counter is partially useless 

SPECIAL (requires full chakra bar) 
--------- 
X                    uchinaru sakura (inner sakura) 

----------------- 
SAKURA STRATEGIES 
----------------- 
(see sakuras section. Type ctrl f and type daisuki) 
(or just scroll down) 

===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+=== 
><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>    kakashi9969 
===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+=== 

NAME:        hatake kakashi 
CLASS:       jounin 
SKILL:       sharingan* 
Summary: kakashi AKA the copy ninja: kakashi or sharingan no kakashi. 
He is said to have memorized over 1000 techniques (jutsu). He is known 
all around for his skill. 

*sharingan is a trait only found in the uchiha clan. The scar on 
kakashis eye probably means that it was implanted allowing him to use 
the sharingan. Note: sharingan normally appears in both eyes. Also the 
sharingan doesn?t affect blood clan skills such as byakugan or hakus skill. 

they kind of warped kakashi for this game. he would seem alot better 

PROS:
sharingan kakashi can copy almost everyones specials (cept for haku) 
lightning edge looks tight and deals lots o damage 
hes really quick 

CONS:
hes weakened 
lightning edge is only one hit 
not many hit combos so gets barely any points 



------------------------- 

MOVE LIST 
========= 
A BUTTON MOVES 
--------- 
A                    shuriken throw/kunai throw 
Dwn,a                dotonshinjuuzanshu no jutsu (pulls enemy underground 
                     then hit up 
J,a                  shuriken throw/kunai throw 
D,a                  dashing slash 
F,a                  slash 
U,a                  throw 

B BUTTON MOVES 
--------- 
B                    punch 
F,B                  jump uppercut 
Bck,B                hit 
Dwn,B                sweep 
U,B                  jump kick 
D,B                  dash hit 
J,B                  jump kick 

COUNTER 
--------- 
BCK,a                ichaichaparadisu! youll do the ass poke! 

SPECIAL (requires full chakra bar) 
--------- 
X                    raikiri (lightning edge) 

----------------- 
KAKASHI STRATEGIES 
----------------- 
hes kind of warped when it comes to fighting. the icha icha paradise 
counter is great for damage and enjoyment. his attacks are pretty insane. 
the only sad thing, is that the way he plays in the game doesn seem 
as strong as in the anime. 
another upside about his counter that, instead of countering right in 
front of the enemy. he warps to the other side and "1000 years of pain" 

his attacks are quick and have very small delay or charge time. 
unlike naruto his combos always hit and sadly i can only say that his 
combos are flashy, they dont do any extra damage, they just look cool 

icha icha paradisu has a really long active period time when it comes to 
counters. the long active time is an advantage becuase instead of having 
to wait for exactly the right time to excute, you have a longer time range 

the Down+a special is one of the greatest moves ever. its awesome for a 
surprise becuase instead of just shooting out like naruto, he pulls them 
partially underground and then slams them up, it deals more damage then naruto 
also 

HIS SPECIAL is really good becuase even if you are blocking, its unavoidable 
the only way to block it is to jump. 



COMBOS: 
b,b,b,b 
b,b,a
b,b,b,a 
b,b,b,a,a 
b,b,b,a,b 
BACK,b,b,b,b 
     b,b,b,a 
     b,b,b,a,a 
     b,b,b,a,b 
DOWN,b,b,b
     b,b,a
UP,b,b 
F,a,b,b,b 
  a,b,a 
  a,b,b,a 

========================== 
*NEW*
Sharingan kakashi (note it can be sharimgam or sharingan) 

sharingan kakashi moves are the same except that his kunai throws deal much 
more damage and have a reddish aura to it. 

ALSO his counter is different, THIS IS ONE OF THE BEST COUNTERS IN THE GAME. 
no it doesnt deal damage but there is NO DELAY WHATSOEVER. right as you press 
Bck,a it is active. the delay is probably a half a second or less. 

this counter can be used to advantage for dodging attacks. IT ALSO COPIES 
SUPERS OF ALL CHARACTERS(cept haku). you see, when sakura and iruka do their 
counters it takes them about a second for it to be active then it has a 1.75 
second active time. sharingan kakashi has about a .4 second delay (basically 
right as you press it, its active) and is active for about a second or two. 
besides this sharingan kakashi doesnt really have anything new 

this is the list of what his super look like: 

sasuke: same thing as sasuke 

Iruka: same thing as iruka except the aura trail of the giant shurikens is red 

Zabuza: same thing except with lightning edge instead of a sword kakashi 
        goes from left to right of the screen with lightning edge hitting 
        for the same amount as zabuza 

naruto: kage bunshin with narutos rendan 

sakura: inner kakashi but same thing as sakura 

rock lee: omote renge without the bandages 

haku: you cant copy hakus super 

kakashi:...same thing 
========================== 

when fighting agaisnt kakashi be aware of his annoying combos. he juggles 
alot which is REALLY RELAY ANNOYING 

===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+=== 



><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>    rocklee9969 
===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+=== 

NAME:        rock lee (ro-ku rii) 
CLASS:       genin 
SKILL:       taijutsu* 
Summary: since rock lee cant use ninjutsu or genjutsu he only practiced 
taijutsu and became extremely good at it. He is extremely fast and even 
faster after he takes off the weights on his legs. his best technique 
which is called the lotus(note that this is a self damaging technique 
and is very dangerous). The first form of the lotus is the initial 
lotus. And the 2nd is the extreme lotus. To perform these types of moves 
he needs to open inner body gates. Rock lee can open 5 of the 8 
gates (holy crud). 
NOTE: extreme lotus normally cannot be seen by human eyes, but for this 
game they slowed it down so you could see it 

*rock lee cannot use ninjutsu or genjutsu 

PROS:
you CAN DO OMOTE RENGE. too bad not ura renge 
really really fast 

CONS:
no ninjustsu 
no long range 
------------------------- 

MOVE LIST 
========= 
A BUTTON MOVES 
--------- 
a                    konhasenbuu (this is a basic punch) 
Dwn,a                sweep 
U,a                  head slam 
dash,a               dash punch 
J,a                  jump downwards punch 
Bck,a                stronger punch 

B BUTTON MOVES 
--------- 
Dwn,B                jimeno ikioiyoku (vigorously trample earth) 
B                    punch 
F,B                  jump uppercut 
Bck,B                hit 
U,B                  jump kick 
D,B                  dash hit 
J,B                  jump kick 

COUNTER 
--------- 

SPECIAL (requires full chakra bar) 
--------- 
X                    omote renge  (its lotus) 

----------------- 
ROCK LEE STRATEGIES 



----------------- 
rock lee is probably one of the best characters. hes really fast and 
all of his moves pretty much combo. dont use jimeno ikioiyoku becuase 
its pretty much a waste. EXCEPT FOR: 
DWN,B can combo with B,A,A, thats a great combo. first youll knock them 
with the earth shake, then youll hit, then hit into air, then knock down 
the recovery for them is ok so youll be able to avoid. if they counter 
as they fall you have no way of recovering unless you counter their 
counter 

with rock lee, you dont really even have to use many specials becuase 
his normal attacks are so marvelous that they dont seem like they are 
worth that much! 

rock lee doesnt have many flaws but throwing shurikens from afar is 
annoying to the rock lee player 

konoha senbun and renbun ra e good tacks use them 

===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+=== 
><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>   iruka9969 
===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+=== 

NAME:        iruka 
CLASS:       chuunin 
SKILL:       throwing stars, teaching! 
Summary: was narutos teacher until naruto became a genin. He was one of 
the first people to respect naruto. 

PROS:
cant say much here 
CONS:
or here 
------------------------- 

MOVE LIST 
========= 
A BUTTON MOVES 
--------- 
A                    large shuriken throw (hold for shadow shuriken 
F,A                  quick dash (slowish delay, warps you in back of 
                     opponent depending on how far away he/she is) 
J,a                  shuriken throw 
Dash,a               other side 
U,a                  upwards shuriken throw 
Dwn,a                kunai slash 

B BUTTON MOVES 
--------- 
B                    punch 
F,B                  jump uppercut 
Bck,B                hit 
Dwn,B                sweep 
U,B                  jump kick 
D,B                  dash hit 
J,B                  jump kick 

COUNTER 
--------- 



SPECIAL (requires full chakra bar) 
--------- 
X                    orijinaru rendan  (original combo) 

----------------- 
IRUKA STRATEGIES 
----------------- 
iruka is a great character for his F+A move, its the dash that puts 
you on the other side of opponent. try doing F,B,B,A,A and if they 
counter then quickly press F+A and A again. what this does is like 
a 5 or 6 hit combo, if they counter then youll dash, avoid their 
attack and hit them. 

ok, its either rock lee or iruka who uses this combo. DWN,A,A,B,B 
but im pretty sure its iruka, youll hit your opponent down and then 
knock them up. it also works with DWN,A,A,B,A. the second deals less 
damage but it puts you away from your opponent 

the F,A also works if you are facing them, you jump over, DO NOT TURN 
BACK AROUND, make sure your back is to them, then press F,A and then A 
what this will do is youll jump over them and dash, they probably run 
at you, then youll quickly turn around and knock them back a half a 
screen or so. this deals a nice amount of damage for a normal attack. 

COMBOS: 
b,b,b,b,b 
b,b,b,b,a 
b,b,b,a,a 
b,b,b,a,b,b 
b,b,b,a,b,a 
b,b,a,a 
F,b,b,b 
  b,a,a 
  b,a,b,b 
  b,a,b,a 
Dwn,b,b,a,a 
    a,b,b 
    a,b,a 
    a,a,a 
    a,a,b,b 
    a,a,b,a 

iruka counters So when playing him, be sure to watch for his F,A attack 
if he gets behind you, tap the direction of where is he and youll be able 
to block it 

===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+=== 
><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>   zabuza9969 
===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+=== 

NAME:        momochi zabuza 
CLASS:       jounin 
SKILL:       (you might even be dead before you know it) 
Summary: hes a missing-nin from the mist village. He is currently 
working with the person who wants tazunas head. He killed all 100 
students fighting to become chuunin. He was dubbed, the demon, zabuza. 
 He took haku in and trained him. 



PROS:
hidden mist! does nice damage 
really really really fast 

CONS:
hes big and strong, but his sword attacks are really slow, giving you 
enough time to counter 

------------------------- 

MOVE LIST 
========= 
A BUTTON MOVES 
--------- 
A                    overhead slash 
F,a                  side slash (hold to charge) 
Dwn,a                downward slash 
J,a                  jumping down to up slash 
up,A 

B BUTTON MOVES 
--------- 
B                    punch 
F,B                  jump kick 
Bck,B                hit 
Dwn,B                sweep 
U,B                  jump kick 
D,B                  dash hit 
J,B                  jump kick 

COUNTER 
--------- 
BCK,a                this move will launch an attack from above 

SPECIAL (requires full chakra bar) 
--------- 
X                    sirento kiringu  (silent killing technique) 

----------------- 
ZABUZA STRATEGIES 
----------------- 
when playing with zabuza, be careful of your timing. his sword attacks 
combo extremely well and deal alot of damage, BUT are easily countered 
or blocked becuase of their sluggish.. ness.. 

his special deals a great amount of damage. BUT HE IS AN UNBELIEVABLY 
CHEAP CHARACTER 

playing with zabuza, try F,b. youll do an attack similar to narutos minues 
the annoying jump that naruto has to no. this is an advantage over the 
jump delay since all zabuza does is pull his fist back and slam. 

UP+A is an alright move... 

also, a good combo, i think it is, is b,b,b,a,b its another knock in air 
combo

if you jump and press B youll slam into the ground, this is like rock 
lees move in which it startles the opponent giving you an open attack 



A FLAW THAT ZABUZA HAS. is that he is a sucker for counters. i was playing 
him with sharingan kakashi and i kept doing the counter and kicking. counters 
are a basic sure fire way to kill him 

ok on this update ive been playing alot lately and i have noticed one thing 
ZABUZA IS THE CHEAPEST CHARACTER EVER. hee are some reasons: 

his normal combo deals as much (if not more) than his special 
he can easily cancel ANY combo with a slash 
he can cancel counters with a slash 
R or L sidestepping dont work becuase his attacks are wide area 
most of his attacks have an invincible charge period 
his special hits anyone in front of him 

no other character can do some of these things. this guys range is insane and 
since blocking against shurikens, kunais, and swords only blocks 90 percent 
of damage. he can keep whitling you down since basically his entire a button 
move list is slash 

HE IS PROBABLY THE CHEAPEST FIGHTING GAME CHARACTER EVER. YOU DO NOT NEED ANY 
SKILL TO PLAY AS ZABUZA. well you need some, but barely any 

---- 
when fighting sakura as zabuza, be careful becuase most of her attacks 
either involve shurikens, counters, or quick reverse side dashes. 
---- 
with sharingan kakashi as zabuza be careful becuase his counter takes 
barely anytime to be active. 
====== 
WHEN FIGHTING AGAINST ZABUZA 

ok this is hard, i played him on difficulty four, and he is the only one i can 
barely beat. 

most of his attacks are really cheap and normally cannot be sidestepped if 
it is a slash, you can only avoid his overhead slash since it is in a straight 
line. if you can think fast enough i would reccomend hitting him with a light 
attack to cancel out his sword attack and then combo. 

side stepping his special and normal punch and kick attacks do work, this is 
the only way to beat d4 zabuza. 

===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+=== 
><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>    haku9969 
===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+=== 

NAME:        haku 
CLASS:       ...actually, I forgot. Hes on assassination squad or poses 
             to be. (sorry my memory is horrible) 
SKILL:       advanced bloodline 
Summary: haku is introduced either episode nine or ten and volume 2 or 
3 of the manga. He supposedly kills zabuza. But it was only a temporary 
death by acupuncture needles. He is supposedly stronger than zabuza and 
isnt effected by sharingan (sharingan cant copy bloodline techniques) 

PROS:
his attacks are fancy 
ice mirror seems to deal enough damage 



CONS:
his normal attacks dont seem to do enough damage 

------------------------- 

MOVE LIST 
========= 
A BUTTON MOVES 
--------- 
A                    needle throw 
D,a                  dash needle 
F,a                  slash 
Dwn,a                head slam 
J,a                  needle throw, NOTE: if you hold a when your in the air 
                     the needles will stay in the air until you release given 
                     if you have enough chakra. 

B BUTTON MOVES 
--------- 
B                    punch 
F,B                  somersault 
Bck,B                hit 
Dwn,B                sweep 
U,B                  jump kick 
D,B                  dash hit 
J,B                  jump kick 

COUNTER 
--------- 
BCK,a                this move will launch an attack from above 

SPECIAL (requires full chakra bar) 
--------- 
X                    hijutsu  makyou hyora shora (basically, ice mirrors) 
                     sounds like makyokyochobu but isnt 
----------------- 
HAKU STRATEGIES 
----------------- 
hakus moves are greatly effective. 

another topside for haku is that one of his attacks can stop counters 
pressing up b will make him do a somersault kick. youll hit out air 
and counter has no effect making this very useful 

his special will raise your score becuase the combo is like 30 something 

WAIT, when you jump and hold A youll throw delayed needles right? what this 
is good for is blocking counters, combos, and air attacks. if is extremely 
helpful if you do this close to the ground and they are against the wall 
becuase youll hit them around 14 times and then youll be good for a combo. 

one of the best combos is Dwn+B, A, A. because if they block the first kick 
youll jump over them and when you press a, youll launch an unblockable dash 
you dont need a the second time but i deals more damage. 



===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+=== 
s  a  k  u  r  a     s  e  c  t  i  o  n      daisuki sakurasection9969 
===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+=== 

hmmm? why did I choose to make a section on this un favored character??? 
Well because in every game, I like to play as the character that not 
many people choose or play as. In ggx I play as baiken (well I choose 
her for counters) in ggxx I choose slayer, baiken, and potenkmin (the 
fat guy). In snk vs capcom I choose yun or iori. And in this game its 
either sasuke, or in this case SAKURA 

NOTE: if youre wondering why there are so many things that have the name 
sakura in it ill tell you. sakura is an EXTREMELY popular name in japan 
becuase it basically means something like beauty, it is also a 
popular name for anime and games. sakura tasien. cardcaptor sakura. etc. 
dont worry i know it what sakura is. but it is also a sign of beauty 

In this section I have included the PROS and CONS of sakura, I didnt 
add them in her move list above. I will also talk about her strategies 

PROS 
=====
her attacks are very smart (if you are really intelligent, you can be 
unbeatable with her) 

CONS 
=====
shes not as strong as some would like her to be 

STRAT
--------- 
the reason why sakura is so darned good is becuase of her counters and 
crap like that. F,A does her dash thing which is excellent for confusing 
the opponen. theyll be about to hit you and poof youre right behind them 
its perfect for a head bash. like Iruka pressing a after F,a will throw 
another attack 

although she may not seem liek a good character, she really does have her 
advantages. i think about 4 of her attacks are either counters or teleportish 
attacks. shes more of a technical character. its like, confuse enemy and move 
in for the kill. 

the most annoying combo for keeping the enemy at bay is the shuriken combo. 
its like a 6 hit combo and is really annoying if you are fighting her 
and youre dashing and she throws. note that this is also really easily 
avoided. 

inner sakura isnt that marvelous but its fun to watch. i dont use supers 
anyway so if you are a super type of person then go for it. it deals less 
than sasukes special 

SHE IS REALLY GOOD if you know how to use her well. fighting against zabuza 
she can counter most of his attacks and she can attack from afar which is 
a small advantage. 



sakuras attacks are extremely basic. its a punch, a kick, a slam, etc. 
try making use of these and play her like rock lee, except with a counter 
dash thing

COMBOS: 
b,b,b,b,a 
b,a,a,a 
b,b,a,a 
BACK,b,b 
     b,b,a
     b,a,b
F,b,b
UP,b,b 
   b,a 
DOWN,a,a,a
DASH,b,a,a
     b,b,b,a 

okay again i have been playing alot (well mixed in with sc2, im goin for 
the gold baby) and ive found other good sakura techniques 

DOWN+A with start a down to up, all around slash. with this you can avoid 
a high kick and then slash the enemy. im not exactly sure if you can hit 
people in the back but this is damn useful. and then if you tap a twice more 
youll have an (up to) 8 hit slash to shuriken combo. it doesnt deal an uber 
amount of damage, but is sufficient. 

her F+A technique, the dissapear land in front of enemy is again very useful 
it can be done like this F+A, A  or F+A, a. 
the first one you just vanish, appear, and throw three shurikens. this is good 
if you dont want to hit the opponent directly. 
the second one this an overhead kick that deals a nice amount of damage for a 
sakura attack 

===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+=== 
F           A           Q          S        faqs9969 
===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+=== 
\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/ 
how do I unlock rock lee? 
Beat story mode and after the end he will challenge you, beat him and you 
get him. 
/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\ 

\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/ 
How do you get kyuubi naruto? 
Beat the game with each character twice///// 
UNLOCK EACH CHARACTERS PROFILES AND THEN BEAT THE GAME AGAIN WITH EACH 
CHARACTER 
/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\ 

\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/ 
How do I get sharingan kakashi? 
After getting kyuubi naruto, beat it again with kakashi then youll 
have him. 
/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\ 

Why did you make a section with sakura in it? 
I told you above. 



Why are you so mean on the message boards? 
Ok, look im very sorry. This got me in trouble so much in high school. 
Im really blunt with EVERYTHING. If you said to me that you liked 
something like American pop I would say something like, that isnt music 
and I really hate it. Plus I actually dont country bash on the message 
boards. Im just saying that I like japan better. Its a habit I have. 

\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/ 
Arhhhh I cant beat difficulty level 4, got any tips? 
OK READ THIS. For difficulty 4, if you are having trouble I have some 
pointers. One, get a Japanese style arcade stick. That was how I got 
started, its easier. If you dont want to spend 50 bucks on it ill give 
you some joypad tips. For your character, REMEMBER ALL COUNTERS AND 
SPECIALS. Also, combo-ing isnt necessary, its just there to get points. 
In difficulty four you have to be a technical player, and not a bulk 
player. Like yao and shaq, yao is technical and shaq is about bulkness. 
Try to stick with long range if you can or short attacks like jabs or 
something. If it is really easy for you then thats cool. If you arent 
that great at fighting games and bought it because you are a fan, then 
stick to one or two characters and build up your skill with that 
character. It took me about 2 minutes to get the hang of diff 4 (thats 
a really long time). 
/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\ 

You dont seem to speak very good Japanese. 
Thats a comment not a question. Also I come from a very small 
prefecture and speak a slang dialect. I can understand and speak most 
dialects in japan (from travel) so don?t hate me. 

Why did you make an FAQs section on your guide, you havent asked any 
questions and two it isnt possible to have frequently asked questions 
on a first version technically? 

...hey it helps right 

===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+=== 
O M A K E  S E C T I O N +other stuff                      omake9969 
===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+=== 
QUICK NOTE READ PLEASE: 

\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/ 
DAMAGE SETTING NUMBER 4 UNLOCKS AFTER YOU BEAT TIME ATTACK AND GET FIRST PLACE 
/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\ 

i beat time attack with: difficulty 4, rounds 2, time 60, damage 2, 

in about 4 minutes with kyuubi naruto. (huge accomplishment). after that it 
said new game mode setting!!! difficulty level 4!!! 



note that this setting is whacked up. kyuubi narutos super is a one hit kill 
with it. and zabuza is incredibly hard. 

FOR A CHALLENGE, TRY BEATING THE GAME ON: 

DIFFICULTY 4 
TIME 60 
ROUNDS 2 
DAMAGE 4 

it took me around 5 tries 

+other stuff 
====== 
if you still cant seem to get kyuubi naruto then this is what you need to do: 
you have to unlock each character voice in sound player under sound mode 
in the omake section. first all you need to do is unlock sound mode. and then 
beat the game with each character. then beat the game again with kakashi 
to get sharingan kakashi 

to get rock lee, beat story mode (i think without continuing) and hell 
challenge you, beat him and you get him 

----------
OMAKE (note it isnt pronounce o make, its o-ma-ke 
==========
note this is the first version of the omake section so itll need major 
updates. i have horrible vision and i can barely read the kanji, when im 
updating ill go to my friends house to watch on big screen so i can read 
the blurry red font kanji. sorry 

-----
CHARACTER FILE (this has character profiles beat the game with each character 
                to unlock their profiles) 
 -- 
 -- 
 --height/wieght 
 --blood type 
 --likes 
 -- 
 -- 
 -- 
 -- 

------ 
GALLERY MODE (a picture with various art, gained from beating game multiple 
              times, pretty useless) 
------ 
SOUND MODE (sounds!) 
   --sound player (game sounds) 

   --SE PLAYER (playss sound effects for different characters) 
        --game sounds (in se player, plays more game sounds) 
        --character voice (this has character voices, unlock each one!) 



===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+=== 

THANX TO THESE PEOPLE/SITES!!! : 

*Toysnjoys my local hawaiian import store. order from them online at 
 www.toysnjoys.com ORDER FROM THEM. GOOD SERVICE AND SELECTION!!!!!! 

*www.hypergameaction.com another of my different home local import shops 
 although i did not buy from them this game they were nice enough to call 
 and tell me when they had it in stock when they got it even though i had 
 just bought it somewhere else 

*www.gamefaqs.com/www.neoseeker.com for putting my faq up! 

*tomy/"8"ing for creating this game 

*everyone who worked on the anime/manga/game 

*(your name could go here!) 

*(or here!!) 

*(or even here!!!) 

*(or maybe even here!!!!) 

THIS GUIDE MAY ONLY BE POSTED ON THE SITES BELOW: 
www.gamefaqs.com 
www.gamespot.com (sorry i forgot to add them!) 
www.cheatcc.com 
www.neoseeker.com 

I ONLY LIMIT MY GUIDES TO THREE INDEPENDENT SITES SO THER IS ROOM FOR 
ONE MORE!!!! (gamefaqs and gamespot are joint) 

if you have any contributions, ideas, or suggestions please email them to 
radicalnights@aol.com WITH narutoguide faq IN THE SUBJECT LINE, IF YOU 
DONT THEN ILL DELETE YOUR MESSAGE SO REMEMBER TO HAVE THAT IN THE 
SUBJECT LINE (narutoguide faq) PLEASE NO POINTLESS NEGATIVE 
COMMENTS/FLAMES OR. make a topic on the message board and if im still 
then ill add your idea! 

ALSO IF THIS GUIDE IS ON ANY OTHER SITES THAN THE ONES THAT HAD PERMISSION 
PLEASE EMAIL ME. IT IS ONLY SUPPOSED TO BE ON THE THREE SITES LISTED. 

SAYONARA-------------------------------------------------------END9969 
                               If you got here by typing ctrl f and the 
          Code then congratulations, that was 
          Pointless!! Now you can type TOP and 123 
                               after it with no spaces 
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